The aim of this paper is to analyse the role of unobserved preference heterogeneity in structural discrete choice models of labor supply. Within this framework, unobserved heterogeneity has been estimated either parametrically or nonparametrically through random coefficient models. Nevertheless, the estimation of such models by means of standard, gradient-based methods is often difficult, in particular if the number of random parameters is high. For this reason, the role of unobserved taste variability in empirical studies is often constrained since only a small set of coefficients is assumed to be random. However, this simplification may affect the estimated labor supply elasticities and the subsequent policy prescriptions. In this paper, we propose a new estimation method based on an EM algorithm that allows us to fully consider the effect of unobserved heterogeneity nonparametrically. Results show that labor supply elasticities and policy prescriptions do change significantly only when the full set of coefficients is assumed to be random. Moreover, we analyse the behavioural effects of the introduction of a working-tax credit scheme in the Italian tax-benefit system and show that the magnitude of labor supply reactions and the post-reform income distribution can differ significantly depending on the specification of unobserved heterogeneity.
Introduction
Structural discrete choice models of labor supply are a useful tool for the exante evaluation of labor supply reactions to tax reforms. The underlying theoretical model draws from a neoclassical environment, with optimising agents and random utility functions defined over a discrete leisure-consumption space. Both the categorisation of the leisure-consumption space and the assumption of random utilities create a typical discrete choice setting, which allows handling highly non-convex budget sets and the non-participation choice easily.
Modelling labor supply responses using a discrete approach has become increasingly popular in recent years 1 . The main idea is to simulate real consumption over a finite set of alternatives of leisure given the actual tax-benefit system. Then, under the hypothesis that agents choose the combination of leisure and consumption that maximises their random utility given the observed tax-benefit rules, the probability of the observed choice can be recovered once a (convenient) assumption on the utility stochastic term is made 2 . As for the rule of unobserved preference heterogeneity in the labor supply literature, this has mainly been considered in a parametric way by assuming that unobserved taste variability has a specific -typically continuous -distribution, which can be then integrated out from the likelihood during the estimation process. Recently, unobserved heterogeneity has been estimated nonparametrically using a latent class approach á la Heckman and Singer (1984) . The idea is to assume a discrete distribution for the unobserved heterogeneity and to estimate the mass points and the population shares along with the other parameters of the utility function 3 .
However, regardless of the approach used, unobserved heterogeneity has always been assumed to affect only a relatively small set of parameters, in particular those that mainly define the marginal utility of consumption and/or the marginal utility of leisure. The reason for this simplification does not rest on a specific economic theory but on the computational problems that normally arise with gradient-based maximisation algorithms as Newton-Raphson or BHHH. Indeed, labor supply models contain a relatively high set of parameters so as to better explain how labor supply behaviour relates to the tax system. Moreover, the presence of random coefficients significantly changes the shape of the likelihood function, increasing its complexity and slowing down the search algorithm.
Hence, it follows that the higher the number of parameters specified as random, the more difficult and slower the numerical computation of the gradient. This implies, in turn, a more instable Hessian with the related probability of empirical singularity at some iterations. For this reason, the number of random parameters in labor supply models has always been small, which might curtails the role of unobserved heterogeneity. Thus, depending on the size of unobserved heterogeneity and on the number of coefficients specified as random, post-estimation resultsas elasticities or other measures -may not differ significantly from those obtained without accounting for unobserved taste heterogeneity. Haan (2006) proves that no matter the way the researcher accounts for unobserved heterogeneity -parametrically or nonparametrically with just a few random parameters -the subsequent labor supply elasticities do not change significantly with respect to the base model without unobserved heterogeneity. Moreover, Colombino and Locatelli (2008) compare the results of a hypothetical tax reform when unobserved heterogeneity is introduced parametrically in three coefficients and find very small differences in the evaluation of the reform. This paper confirms these previous findings although shows that a complete stochastic specificationwith all the coefficients specified as random -not only improves the results in terms of fitting but also leads to highly significant differences in the subsequent labor supply elasticities. This finding is particularly important for the applied research whose aim is to evaluate the labor supply reaction to tax reforms empirically. Indeed, different elasticities of labor supply imply different policy recommendations and different judgements about the reform under analysis.
In order to estimate a fully random specification, we bypass the computational difficulties of gradient-based maximisation methods by developing a new Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm for the nonparametric estimation of mixing distributions that is quickly implementable, ensures convergence and speedsup the estimation process. Our empirical analysis is based on the European panel of Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) and is carried out in two steps. Firstly, we estimate labor supply elasticities using different specifications of unobserved taste heterogeneity and show that they can differ significantly depending on the way in which unobserved heterogeneity is specified. Secondly, we simulate a real tax reform -the introduction of a working tax-credit scheme in the Italian taxbenefit system -in order to show how different labor supply elasticities can lead to different results in terms of labor supply reactions and post-reform income distribution.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present the basic discrete choice model of labor supply. Section 3 shows how unobserved heterogeneity has been considered in the literature. Section 4 presents an overview of the EM algorithm. Section 5 comments on the estimated utility parameters and compares elasticities across various specifications of our model. Section 6 contains the simulation and the evaluation of the introduction of a UK-style working tax-credit schedule for Italy. Section 7 concludes.
The basic econometric model without unobserved heterogeneity
In this section we develop the econometric framework for the basic structural labor supply model. For simplicity, we focus only on married/de facto couples and do not consider singles. As common in this literature, we follow a unitary framework in order to model the household's decision process, which implies that the couple as a whole is the decision maker 4 . We assume that each household has a limited set of work alternatives and that spouses choose simultaneously the combination that maximises a joint utility function, which is defined over the household disposable income and the hours of work of either spouse 5 . If the household utility is subject to optimisation errors, then it is possible to recover the probability of the observed choice once an assumption on the distribution of the stochastic component is made. More formally, let H j = [hf j ; hm j ] be a vector of worked hours for alternative j, hf for women and hm for men. Let y ij be the net household income associated with combination j and X i be a vector of individual and household characteristics. Then the utility of household i when H = H j is:
Where ξ ij is a choice-specific stochastic component which is assumed to be independent across the alternatives and to follow a type-one extreme value distribution The net-household income of household i when alternative j is chosen is defined as follows:
Where w if and w im are the hourly gross wages from employment for women and men respectively; nly i is the household non-labor income and the function TB(.) represents the tax-benefit system, which depends on the gross wage rates, hours of work, household non-labor income and individual characteristics. It is worth noting that this function could produce highly non-linear and non-convex budget sets for most of the population of interest due to the mixing effect of tax credits, tax deductions, tax brackets and benefit entitlements 6 . Following Keane and Moffitt (1998) and Blundell et al. (2000) , the observed part of the utility in eq.1 is defined as a second order polynomial with interactions between the wife and the husband terms:
In order to introduce individual characteristics in the utility function, the coefficients of the linear terms are defined as follows:
Under the assumption that the couple maximises her utility and that the utility stochastic terms in each alternative are independent and identically distributed with a type-one extreme value distribution, the probability of choosing H j = [hf j ; hm j ] is given by 7 :
6 For those people who are not observed working gross wage rates are estimated according with a standard selection model as in Heckman (1974) . We estimated different models for either spouses and used the estimated gross wage rates for the whole sample.
7 See McFadden (1973) Then, the log likelihood function for the basic model is:
Where d ij is a dummy variable that equals to one for the observed choice and zero otherwise. The econometric model described above is a typical conditional logit model, which can be estimated by means of high-level statistical software packages. However, the drawbacks of this basic model are well known in the literature. As pointed out in Bhat (2000) there are three main assumptions which underline the standard conditional logit specification. The first one assumes that the stochastic components of the utility function are independent across alternatives. The second assumption is that unobserved individual characteristics do not affect the response to variations in observed attributes. Finally, the assumption of error variance-covariance homogeneity implies that the extent of substitutability among alternatives is the same across individuals.
One prominent effect of these assumptions is the well-known property of independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA) at an individual level, which can be very restrictive in our labor supply framework 8 . The next section introduces different models that have been used in the labor supply literature in order to reduce the extent of the IIA property by relaxing one or more of the assumptions listed above.
Modelling unobserved heterogeneity in preferences
The literature has developed several models that relax the IIA property of the multinomial conditional logit. Parametric random coefficients mixed models are probably the most important among numerous innovations because of their overall flexibility 9 . The idea that underlies these specifications is that agents have different unobserved tastes that affect individual response to given attributes. In other words, the parameters that enter the utility are not fixed across the population -like in traditional multinomial logit models -but vary randomly with a given unknown distribution. In empirical works, the analyst makes an assumption on the distribution of this unobserved variability and the moments of this distribution are then estimated along with the other preference parameters. Clearly, there is a great freedom in the choice of different densities and many alternatives can be tested 10 .
However, any parametric specification has several drawbacks implied by its intrinsic characteristics. As Train (2008) points out, using a normal density, which has a support on both sides of zero, could be problematic when the unobserved taste is expected to be signed for some economic reasons (such the marginal utility of consumption). Other alternatives that avoid this problem, like the log-normal or the triangular distribution, have their own drawbacks in applied research.
Another problem of these mixed models is simply practical. Indeed, since the analyst does not observe the individual's tastes completely, the conditional probability of the observed choice has to be integrated over all possible values of the unobserved taste. Depending on the number of parameters assumed to be random, this could imply the construction of a multi-dimensional integral that becomes difficult to compute, even with simulation methods. For this reason, many researchers choose to reduce the number of random parameters so as to keep the estimation feasible, and this particularly true in the labor supply literature where the number of parameters to be estimated could be relatively high.
More formal, it is convenient to rewrite the direct utility function of equation 3 in a matrix form. In particular, let the utility of choice j for agent i be:
With W ij = (y 2 ij , hf 2 j , hm 2 j , hfhm j , y ij hf j , y ij hm j ) ;G ij = (y ij , hf j , hm j ) and α and β being the subsequent vectors of coefficients as in equation 3. Following the recent labor supply literature, assume now the set of parameters in vector β to be random:
With X i defined as the matrix of observed individual and household characteristics that affect the vector of means β, Θ the corresponding coefficient matrix, ϑ i a vector of iid unobserved individual taste shifters, Ω the Cholesky factor of the Variance-Covariance Matrix Σ to be estimated along with the other structural parameters. Since ϑ i is not observed, the probability of the observed choice has to be integrated over its distribution. If we now let φ(ϑ i ) be the multivariate density of the random vector ϑ i , the unconditional probability of choice j for household i can be now written as:
Where P r(H i = H ij | X i , ϑ i ) is the conditional logit probability of choice j as defined in equation 5. Since this multidimensional integral cannot be solved numerically, Train (2003) suggests simulation methods with Halton sequences. The simulated-log likelihood for the sample is then:
Where the integrals are approximated by the empirical expectation over the R draws from the selected multivariate distribution of the unobserved tastes. The literature has recently suggested latent class logit models as a variant of the standard multinomial logit that resembles the random coefficients mixed model described above. Latent class models can account for unobserved heterogeneity nonparametrically and have been proposed so as not to be constrained by distributional assumptions. These models were developed theoretically in the eighties by Heckman and Singer (1984) and have received great attention in the area of models for count. First applications of this method to discrete choices models are those in Swait (1994) and Bhat (1997) . The idea behind these models is that agents are sorted in a given number of classes and that agents who are in different classes have different preference parameters and hence different responses to given attributes. The analyst does not observe the class membership and needs to model the probability of class membership along with the probability of the observed choice. Let us assume that there are C latent classes in the population of interest. As for the previous mixed model, we follow the recent labor supply literature and assume that only the preference parameters in vector β of equation 7 differ among people in different classes. Later, we will generalise our model and assume that the whole set of taste parameters differs among classes. The conditional logit probability that household i belonging to class c chooses alternative j is:
Since class membership is not observed, the analyst has also to model the probability for each household to belong from each latent class. Following the latent class literature, we adopt a multinomial logit formula in order to keep these unconditional probabilities in their right range and to ensure that they sum up to one for every household 11 :
Where γ c is a vector of unknown class parameters that specifies the contribution of the observed individual characteristics contained in the matrix ∆ i to the probability of latent class membership 12 .
As Roeder et al. (1999) point out, the variables in matrix ∆ i , which are traditionally called risk factors, have to be specified properly. Nevertheless, in many applications, and in particular those related to the labor supply literature, they normally collapse to just a simple scalar in order to simplify the analysis and to speed-up estimation.
Given equations 11 and 12, the conditional probability that a randomly selected household i chooses alternative j is:
Hence, the log-likelihood for the whole sample is:
As Train (2008) points out, differently from parametric random coefficients mixed models, the primary difficulty with this nonparametric approach is computational rather than conceptual since standard gradient-based algorithms for maximum likelihood estimation become increasingly difficult when the number of latent classes rises. Importantly, these empirical difficulties, which closely resembles those encountered in the parametric mixed model described above, explain why labor supply analysts significantly constrain the number of latent classes, the number of risk factors and the number of parameters that can differ in each class 13 .
11 See Greene (2001) . 12 The Cth vector of parameters is normalised to zero to ensure identification. 13 Interestingly, as we have seen with the two mixed models, the set of parameters that are traditionally assumed to be random in the labor supply literature (i.e. the parameters in vector β, according to our specification) are the same whether the analysis is carried out parametrically with continuous random coefficients mixed logit models or nonparametrically with latent class models.
To summarise, the two mixed models outlined so far share a similar computational problem, which largely depends on the algorithms that are traditionally used for the estimation of such models.
Mainly due to these difficulties, the role of unobserved heterogeneity in the labor supply literature has always been limited and this could partially justify Haan's claim, who has not found significant differences in the labor supply elasticities obtained when unobserved heterogeneity is introduced parametrically or nonparametrically. We indeed confirm Haan's findings in our empirical analysis although we show that when unobserved heterogeneity is considered in a more comprehensive way, the subsequent labor supply elasticities do change significantly.
Precisely, our intuition is to develop a new estimation method that is not completely based on a standard gradient-based optimisation process so that the computational difficulties outlined in this section can be avoided. In particular, following Train (2008) , we propose an EM algorithm for the nonparametric estimation of mixing distributions that, given its overall stability, does ensure convergence and speeds-up the computational process. Therefore, we can explore the role of unobserved heterogeneity in a very general way since we are constrained neither to distributional assumptions nor to computational difficulties.
4. An EM recursion for discrete choice models of labor supply EM algorithms were initially introduced to deal with missing data problems, although they turned out to be a very good method of estimating latent class models where the missing data is the class shares 14 . Nowadays, they are widely used in many economic fields where the assumption that people can be grouped in classes with different unobserved taste heterogeneity is reasonable. Hence, many applications of this recursion can be found in health economics or consumer-choice modelling but, as long as we know, there is no evidence for labour supply models.
From an econometric point of view, the attractiveness of this estimation method lies in its overall stability. Moreover, Train (2008) has shown how EM algorithms can be used for the nonparametric estimation of mixing distributions.
The recursion is known as "E-M" because it consists of two steps, namely an "Expectation" and a "Maximization". The term being maximized is the expectation of the joint log-likelihood of the observed and missing data, where this expectation is over the distribution of the missing data conditional on the density of the observed data and the previous parameters estimates. Consider the latent class model outlined in the previous section. Traditionally, the log-likelihood in eq.14 is maximized by standard gradient-based methods as Newton Raphson or BHHH. However, it can be shown that the same log-likelihood can be maximized by repeatedly updating the following recursion:
Where L i |class i = c is the missing-data log-likelihood, which is defined by the product of the unconditional density of the missing data w ic (γ c ) =
(as in eq.12) and the density of the observed choice:
, η = (π c ; γ c , c = 1, 2, .., C) and C(η s ) is the posterior probability that household i belongs to class c, conditional on the density of the observed choice and the previous value of the parameters. This conditional probability, C(η s ), is the key future of the EM recursion and can be computed by means of Bayes' theorem:
Now, given that:
the recursion in eq.15 can be split into different steps:
1. Form the contribution to the likelihood (L i | class i = c) as defined in eq.15 for each class 15 , 2. Form the individual-specific posterior probabilities of class membership using eq.16, 3. For each class, maximise the weighted log-likelihood so as to get a new set of π c , c = 1, ..., C:
4. Following eq.17, maximise the other part of the log-likelihood in eq.14 and get a new set of w c , c = 1, 2, ..., C:
(a) In particular, compute the new parameters that specify the impact of the risk factors as:
Where γ C = 0 for identification (b) And then update w ic (γ c ) , c = 1, ..., C as:
5. Once π s c , γ s and w s c have been updated to iteration s+1, the posterior probability of class membership C(η s+1 ) can also be recomputed and the recursion can start again from point 3 until convergence 16 .
It is worth noting that in each maximization, the posterior probability of class membership enters the log-likelihood without unknown parameters to be estimated and can be seen as an individual weight. Hence, eq.18 defines a typical conditional logit model with weighed observations that can be estimated easily with respect to the maximization of the whole model as in eq.14. Importantly, the EM algorithm has been proved to be very stable and, under conditions given by Dempster et al. (1977) and Wu (1983) , this recursion always climbs uphill until convergence to a local maximum 17 . With this model in hand, it is possible to estimate a full latent class model of labor supply without being conditioned neither to the number of parameters assumed to be random nor to the number of latent classes. Moreover, the estimation time drops significantly with respect to the time spent by standard gradient-based algorithms used for the estimation of the other models 18 .
16 Train (2008) does not use demographics for the class shares. In this case point 4 is replaced with:
Where C i (η s+1 ) is computed using the updated values of π c (from point 3) and the previous values of the class shares.
17 Clearly, it is always advisable to check whether the local maximum is also global by using different starting values.
18 Both the continuous random coefficient mixed logit models and the latent class model á la Heckman and Singer (1984) are very time consuming when estimated via maximum likelihood. With about 30 parameters and 4000 observations, the STATA routines take about 6 hours to get
Empirical findings
For our empirical analysis we use the 2006 Italian wave of the European Union panel on Income and Living Conditions. We focus on the main category of taxpayer, i.e. households of employed, and allow for a flexible labor supply for both spouses. Drawing on previous literature, all couples in which either spouse is elder than 65, self-employed, student, retired or serving in the army are excluded.
The sample selection leads to about 4000 households, which are representative of almost 60% of Italian tax-payers. The number of working hours of both women and men is categorized according to their empirical distributions. In particular, we define 6 categories of hours for women (no work, 3 part-time options and 2 full-time alternatives) and 3 for men (no work, full-time and overwork), which implies 18 different combinations for each household 19 . The disposable net household income for each alternative is derived on the basis of a highly detailed tax-benefit simulator -MAPP06 -developed at the Centre for the Analysis of Public Policies (CAPP)
20 . In table 1 we report the estimated coefficients of the three models introduced in sections 2 and 3. The first model is estimated without accounting for unobserved heterogeneity and is then a typical multinomial conditional logit (MNL) as explained in section 2.
The second model is by far the most common in the applied labor supply literature and it is normally referred to as the continuous random coefficients mixed logit (RCML), which allows for unobserved heterogeneity using a parametric assumption for its distribution. In particular, following the traditional labor supply modelling, we allow the three coefficients of the linear terms of the utility to be random with independent normal densities 21 . We then estimate the means and the standard deviations of these coefficients along with the other preference parameters using Simulated Maximum Likelihood 22 . The third model we present is the nonparametric version of the previous one, meaning that we allow the same subset of coefficients to be random and estimate them using a latent class specification. This manner of accounting for unobserved heterogeneity is becoming widespread and is commonly defined as a nonparametric estimation of mixed logit models á la Heckman-Singer (HSML). The model is convergence with our Intel quad-core PC with 4GBs of RAM (and STATA 10.1 MP); instead, our EM recursion takes less than 1 hour to get convergence for a model with 4 latent classes and 115 parameters.
19 The categories for women are: 0, 13, 22, 30, 36 and 42 weekly hours of work. For men we define 3 categories: 0, 43 and 50 weekly hours of work.
20 See Baldini and Ciani (2009) . 21 The estimation with correlated normal densities did not improve the likelihood and the estimated correlation coefficients were not significant.
22 See Train (2003) .
estimated via Maximum Likelihood and for each random parameter we estimate its mass points and its population shares. As in any latent class analysis, a primary goal is the definition of the proper number of latent classes. However, as we explained in section 3, due to the computational difficulties related to standard optimization methods, labor supply analysts tend to specify a very small number of latent classes and do not include covariates in the set of risk factors. We then follow this standard specification and estimate a model with just 2 latent classes and only a constant in the set of variables that enter the probability of class membership 23 .
[ (1995), we computed the first and the second derivative of the utility function with respect to income and spouses' hours of work in order to check if the empirical model is coherent with the economic theory. Results show that the marginal utility of income increases at a decreasing rate for all the households in the sample and this result holds over the three specifications 25 . If we now observe the maximized log-likelihood, we can deduce that unobserved heterogeneity is actually present in our sample. Both the models that account for unobserved taste variability dominate the simple conditional logit model. In particular, the standard deviations of the random terms in the RCML are significantly different from zero, meaning that there is a high dispersion in the utility of income and (dis)utility of work due to unobserved tastes. Importantly, the same conclusion can be derived from the HSML model where the probability of each latent class and the various mass points are highly significant. Since the two models are not nested, we use the Bayesian Information Criteria and conclude that the latent class specification dominates the RCML model. This implies that unobserved heterogeneity could be better considered in a nonparametric way.
These three different specifications are what the literature has suggested so far. As underlined before, the main problems with the RCML and the HSML 23 Actually, we tried to estimate more sophisticated versions of the HSML model. In particular, we tried to rise the number of latent classes and to allow for covariates in the set of risk factors. Nevertheless, the estimation of any of these versions via maximum likelihood did not achieve convergence.
24 An economic interpretation of the various coefficients is omitted here because this is not the aim of this paper. However, Baldini and Pacifico (2009) discuss and analyse widely a similar model for the Italian case. 25 In the MLN, the marginal utility of work is negative for almost 75% of the women and for about 55% of men. Similar results are found for the other two specifications.
are both conceptual and computational. Thus, convergence and speediness are achieved at the cost of reducing the role of unobserved heterogeneity so that only few coefficients are allowed to be random.
We now present the estimates for our fourth model, which generalizes the HSML model by defining a complete latent class mixed logit specification (LCML). For the estimation of such a model, traditional gradient-based methods are still feasible but, depending on the number of latent classes, they could be highly timeconsuming and could not guarantee convergences 26 . Hence, the LCML is estimated throughout the EM recursion outlined in the previous section, which allows for a great flexibility in the selection of the number of latent classes. Following Greene and Hensher (2003) and Train (2008) , we adopt the Bayesian Information Criteria for the selection of the right number of latent classes. As we can see from table A-1 in the appendix, the appropriate number of latent classes according to the BIC is four.
Another important issue that the EM algorithms enable us to consider properly without computational constraints is the right specification of the "risk factors" that enter the probability of belonging to a given class. In order to account for as much information as possible in the definition of these variables, we performed a principal-component factor analysis of the correlation matrix of a set of covariates thought to be helpful for the explanation of class memberships. Table A -2 in the appendix shows the (rotated) factor loadings obtained with the varimax rotation whose eigenvalues were higher than one 27 . Following ?, the households' risk factors that enter the probability model outlined above are then computed by using the scoring coefficients obtained through a standard regression model. Table 2 reports the coefficients for the LCML model with four latent classes along with their (weighted) average across the four classes 28 . As can be seen, the maximized log-likelihood is significantly higher with respect to the other models and also the fitting significantly increases 29 . Looking at the sign (and magnitude) of the average coefficients, we can see that the economic implications related to this model are in line with those from the other specifications. Importantly, using the 26 We tried to estimate this specification by ML. However, this was feasible only for the model with two latent classes since no convergence was achieved for models with a higher number of classes. Moreover, the estimation took more than 13 hours with the PC described in footnote 18.
27 As can be seen from the magnitude of the factor loadings, the first principal factor is linked to the socio-demographic characteristics, the second and the third are related to the wife's and the husband's health conditions respectively whilst the last captures the socio-economic status.
28 Standard errors are estimated by nonparametric bootstrap. For the bootstrap exercise we used 50 bootstrap samples, each of them having the same size of the original sample.
29 Table A -3 in the appendix shows the predicted and actual frequencies for each alternative over our four specifications. estimated posterior probability of class membership, it is possible to disentangle the type of households that are more representative in each class. In particular, class 1 is mainly composed of households living in southern Italy, with young children and with relatively young parents. Class 3, instead, is composed mainly by the same type of households but living in northern Italy. Interestingly, these households have, on average, a higher education then those in class 1 and are more likely to own their house. Class 4, in comparison, mainly consists of relatively older households, with less young children and with relatively worse parents' health conditions. As for the analysis of preferences in each class, we computed the marginal (dis)utility of income (work) in every class and evaluated the results using the probabilities of class membership. Interestingly, on average, households that are more likely to belong to class 1 and 3 have the lowest marginal utility of income, which could be partially explained by the relatively young age of both parents. Moreover, households with a highest probability to belong to class 1 -which are mainly located in southern Italy -have a higher marginal disutility of work if compared with the other classes 30 .
[ We now turn to the main issue of this paper and compute the (average) elasticities across the various specifications of our labor supply models. Following Creedy and Kalb (2005) , we computed such elasticities numerically. It is worth noting that these elasticities have to be interpreted carefully because they can depend substantially on the initial discrete hour level and the relative change in the gross hourly wages. However, they are surely a useful measure of the labor supply behaviour implied in our estimated model and can be used to check whether different specifications lead to different policy prescriptions 31 .
Labor supply elasticities are computed for each spouse as follows. Firstly, gross hourly wages are increased by 1% for either spouse and a new vector of net household income for each alternative is computed. Secondly, the probability of each alternative is evaluated for both the old and the new vector of net household income according to the various specifications of our model. Thereafter, the expected 30 Many other analysis about the characteristics of households in different latent classes could be made but we defer them to other -more applied -studies.
31 Indeed, different elasticities across the various specifications would imply different labor supply reactions to tax reforms. This, in turns, implies different results in terms of social welfare evaluation, government expected expenditure/savings and expected changes in the post-reform distribution of income.
labor supply can be computed for each household as:
Where s=men, women and p=after, before. Finally, the labor supply elasticities for either spouse are defined as:
In order to check whether different specifications lead to different labor supply elasticities, we adopt the same strategy as Haan (2006) . More specifically, we computed 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals for the MNL labor supply elasticities and checked whether they differ significantly from those obtained with other specifications. Table 3 shows the (average) own elasticities derived from 1% increase in the gross hourly wages of either spouse. As can be observed, women's elasticities are higher than men's elasticities. Female cross elasticities are not significantly different from zero whilst male cross elasticities are relatively higher and positive. If we now look at the elasticities divided by socio-demographic characteristics, we can see that elasticities are higher in the case of households in southern Italy (which is the poorest part of the country) and for people with lower education. Children reduce labor supply elasticities in particular if they are either many or young. These findings are common across the various specifications although the magnitude is always slightly bigger for those models that account for unobserved heterogeneity. Importantly, the parametric random coefficient mixed logit and the latent class model with only few random coefficients produce very similar results in terms of estimated elasticities. Moreover, as found also in Haan (2006) , these elasticities always fall inside the 95% confidence interval for the elasticities derived from the conditional logit model. However, if we now consider the elasticities produced with the LCML model, they are significantly higher and always fall outside the confidence intervals constructed for the MNL specification, meaning that we cannot reject the hypothesis of different values.
[table 3: about here] These findings are relevant in particular for the applied literature. Indeed, discrete choice labor supply models have been estimated only using the RCML or the HSML so far and the estimated coefficients are then used to analyse the labor supply behaviour after specific proposals of tax reforms. However, we have shown that if unobserved heterogeneity is considered in a more comprehensive way, the resulting elasticities might be significantly different, which in turn may imply different conclusions in the subsequent welfare and distributive analysis, with the probability of suggesting different policy prescriptions related to a specific tax reforms.
In order to prove this last claim, we evaluate a real structural reform of the Italian tax-benefit system in the next section. In particular, we analyse the labor supply reaction to the introduction of a UK-style working tax credit in the Italian tax-benefit system and show that income distribution and labor supply implications are significantly different depending on the approach used.
Simulating a WTC for Italy
The aim of working-tax credits is to encourage the participation of low income households in the labor market. In particular, this in-work support is conditional on either of the spouses in the family working at least h hours per week and eligibility is based on gross household income. The maximum amount of this benefit is defined according to a series of individual characteristics such as number of young children, age, actual number of worked hours and presence of disability. Normally, given eligibility and the maximum payable amount, the actual benefit is a decreasing function of gross household income after a given income threshold.
Our simulation closely replicates the eligibility criteria and the main elements of the UK WFTK 32 . In particular, our WTC is composed of five elements. A basic element of €1000 for those people who are eligible; a "partner element" of €600 in case of married/de facto couple; a "+50" element of €100 if the person starts working after a period of inactivity and he/she is over 50 years old; a "disability element" whose amount depends on the level of certified disability (€400 for low disability + €200 in case of high disability); a child element that depends on the number and the age of children (for each child less than 3 years old the family gets €600 and for children between 3 and 6 years old eligible families get €200 per child); a "+36 element" of €300 if the person works more than 36 hours per week.
The maximum payable amount is given by the sum of these elements. Given eligibility, the effective amount paid depends on the gross household income. In particular, according to the US version of the working tax credit -the EITCour benefit first increases until it reaches its maximum amount at the household income threshold of €16000 and then it starts decreasing sharply until zero between €16000 and €21000. As in the UK-version, eligibility depends on age, disability level and number of worked hours per week. In particular, people younger than 25 years old who work at least 16 hours per week can get the benefit either if they have young children or if they have a certified level of disability. Otherwise, only people over 25 years who work for at least 30 hours are eligible. For married/defacto couples, the benefit is primarily computed on an individual basis and the actual amount paid is the highest among the two spouses. In our simulation we do not enforce tax neutrality and assume that the reform is financed through new government expenditures. Grossing up our results for the selected sample of households, we predict an increment of public spending of 2.8 billion of euro for Italian married couples.
In what follows, we study the effect of this tax reform on household labor supply. Given the intrinsic probabilistic nature of our model, we aggregate the (household) probability of choosing a particular alternative of working hours so as to obtain individual frequencies for the main categories of working time. In particular, for women, we aggregate the household probability so as to get the individual frequencies of non-participation, part-time work (16-30) and full-time work (>30). For men, we only distinguish between participation and full-time work. Table 4 shows these aggregate frequencies before and after the reform for each specification of our model.
As it can be seen, the sign of the labor supply reaction is the same in all four specifications of our model. In particular, all models predict positive participation incentives for married women whilst we observe a small participation disincentive for men. Looking at the intensive margin, the highest incentive for those women who would like to participate in the labor market is for full-time jobs, although there are also positive incentive for part-time options.
If we now turn to the differences among the four models, it could be seen that the MNL, the RCML and the HSML share a very similar labor supply pattern after the reform. However, according to the elasticities computed in the previous section, the labor supply reaction produced by the LCML model is significantly stronger with respect to the other specifications.
[ In order to better understand the differences between the four models, in graph 1 we report, for each decile of gross household income, the absolute difference in the average frequencies of each labor supply category before and after the reform. As expected, mainly households in the lowest decile change their labor supply behaviour. However, the overall pattern of labor incentives is quite different if we consider the LCML model with respect to the other three specifications, which share a very similar pattern across the various decile.
If we focus on the latter specifications we can see that the participation rates of married women increase the most for the second, third and fourth decile whilst the part-time incentives are stronger and positive mainly for those women from the middle class although negative for women in the first and second decile. Finally, the full-time incentives are stronger for women in the first and second decile.
If we now consider the same work incentives using the LCML specification, we observe first a significant different magnitude and, second also a different structure of incentives across the various decile, in particular for the first two. To be precise, the participation rates strongly increase for women in the first and second decile whilst part-time incentives are always positive.
The participation rates for men decrease in the four models, although the LCML model produces, again, a stronger reaction, in particular for low-income households.
[graph 1: about here]
In order to evaluate how the income distribution changes after the reform, we compute the Gini index before and after the introduction of the WTC. As it can be seen in table 5, the starting level of inequality is almost 32.3%. However, after the reform, income inequality slightly reduces. However, the results for the LCML are -again -stronger, implying a higher reduction in income inequality (-1.2% versus an average of -0.84 over the other three specifications).
[table 5: about here]
Conclusions
The aim of this paper has been twofold. First, we have shown that the way researchers account for unobserved heterogeneity can have an impact on the derived labor supply elasticities, which in turn implies that policy recommendations related to given tax-reforms can change significantly according to the specification of the model.
In particular, we have computed average elasticities for either spouses and proved that these elasticities could differ significantly depending on the way unobserved heterogeneity is considered. Then, we simulated a structural tax reform by introducing a working tax credit schedule in the Italian tax-benefit system and shown that policy implications, again, depend on the specification of unobserved heterogeneity.
Second, we have provided a relatively plain alternative to fully consider the effect of unobserved heterogeneity nonparametrically. In particular, we have proposed an easily-implementable EM algorithm that allows us to increase the number of random coefficients in the specification, ensure convergence and speed-up the estimation process with respect to other standard gradient-based maximization algorithms.
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